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The Main Studio
Cape Town based Ultra Events has launched Streamstudio, a creative space for creative content, to
complement their existing service as a technical and rental supply company.
With easy access to the N2, N1 and the Southern Suburbs, Streamstudio is conveniently situated in
Observatory.
With over 25 years’ experience in the event industry, Costa Champanis and his team at Ultra have
built a reputation of trust, delivering quality equipment backed up by a skilled and caring team. If
you’ve ever been to their oﬃces, it’s like meeting up with family. And if there is time to spare,
Costa will often take you for a walk to Lower Main Road where you’ll have a wonderful cup of coﬀee
and a catch up, not forgetting the latest updates on your family and dogs. The new Streamstudio
continues this legacy, providing clients with solutions where they are looked after while having
access to a variety of studio spaces at competitive prices.

The welcoming reception area.
Streamstudio has been cleverly designed to accommodate stills, tv shoots, digital content, live
stream content, podcasts, webinars, small events, music videos, rehearsal space, educational
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platform and a platform for any ﬁlm or recording needed.
Their green screen studio is the ideal platform to transform a space to whatever a client may need.
To paint a picture, the solution could see the hosts sitting in a ‘kitchen setting’ presenting a cooking
show, or at a touch of a button, the space could be displaying data and stats for a ﬁnancial
institution. In the years gone by, a green screen was only used to make ﬁlms. Now, visual eﬀects or
computer-generated images can be executed to create the perfect background and take the
viewers on a journey.

Studio 1 – The Boardroom, fresh
and bright
Over the years, Ultra have stocked up with a comprehensive variety of world-class gear including a
DiGiCo SD12 digital mixing console for audio, Robe ﬁxtures for lighting, MA lighting control desks,
Philips lighting ﬁxtures and Longman lighting products to ultimately enhance the quality of the endproducts. Whether clients need a single studio for a shoot or a full technical solution that will enable
them to record, stream or shoot a video, the Ultra team look forward to being of assistance.

Studio 2- Artists will feel
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comfortable in this dressing area
The Ultra crew have had to re-think how to re-apply their business assets, with creativity and ﬁt for
client purpose at the heart of the StreamStudio concept, conference green screen shoots, live DJ
productions, band video recordings, fashion shoots, live band streams, stream educational sessions
have been completed thus far.

Studio 3 – A lounge setting, perfect
for interviews

Studio Garden

